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Under the influence of a sufficiently ``weak'' nonlinear source term, it is by now
well known that a degenerate diffusion equation is globally solvable. A similar
result is known when the nonlinear source is present as a forcing term at the
boundary. Such results are usually established via comparison with solutions of a
related differential equation or some other form of the maximum principle.
However, these techniques do not appear to apply in general situations when
forcing occurs on only part of the boundary and convection is present. In this work,
we obtain the global existence of solutions for such problems by deriving a
differential inequality involving the Lrq1 norms of solutions. The result is similar
to that described above for equations with a nonlinear source term and, further-
more, establishes the global existence of ``small'' solutions even for ``strong''
forcings. The technique also applies to a more general class of problems involving
nonlinear reaction, diffusion, and convection. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The focus of this paper is the global existence of nonnegative solutions
of the model problems
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e
m nu s u q u , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x xn
yum 0, t s au p 0, t , t ) 0 .  .x B .
u 1, t s 0, t ) 0 .
u x , 0 s u x , 0 F x F 1. .  .0
` ..Here, a, e , m, n, p ) 0 and u g L 0, 1 with u G 0. We show that all0 0
 .solutions of A are global, i.e., exist for all time, in the case p, n - m, and
 .  4all solutions of B are global if p - max m, n . Furthermore, in the
 .  .remaining cases, solutions of A and B are global provided the initial
state, u , is appropriately chosen. As the techniques employed apply to0
problems involving more general reaction, diffusion, convection, and
boundary fluxes, we discuss generalizations of these results in the final
 .  .section of this work. For a discussion of A or B arising as models in
w xporous media flow, see 1, 2 .
w x  .  .It has been previously established 3 that both problems A and B
 .  .possess a nonnegative solution in a suitably weakened sense on 0, 1 =
 .  .  .0, T for T ) 0 sufficiently small. Furthermore, solutions of A and B ,
so defined, are unique provided n, p G m G 1, and, additionally, a
subsolutionrsupersolution comparison theory exists. Utilizing such a com-
 . w xparison theory, the long time behavior of solutions of A is analyzed in 2 .
 .Therein it is shown that if n, p G m G 1, then A possesses a unique
nontrivial equilibrium state which is unstable, the trivial equilibrium state
w xis stable, and some solutions may become unbounded in finite time. In 1 ,
 .a similar analysis for B shows that the same result is true of equilibria in
the case p ) n G m G 1. However, if n ) p ) m G 1, then a stable non-
trivial equilibrium exists for small parameter values e ) 0 and, for the
 .remaining values of e ) 0, B has only the trivial equilibrium state which
w xis unstable. In fact, the comparison theory in 3 may be extended to
  . 4include all cases where m ) 0, n G 1, and n, p G max m, m q 1 r2 . The
w xwork of Filo 6 may also be adapted to obtain a uniquenessrcomparison
 .theory in the case of fast diffusion m - 1 . But such a result still carries
w xthe requirement that p, n G m. See also 5, 8 for related work on
uniquenessrcomparison theories. Due to the failure of comparison tech-
niques, there is no result known of solutions becoming unbounded in finite
 .time for problem B . Moreover, the global existence of solutions to either
 .  .A or B cannot be investigated via supersolution comparison in any of
the remaining cases of p and n.
w xThe solutions which are constructed in 3 , hereafter referred to as the
 .  .limit solutions of A and B , are obtained via the pointwise limit of a
 4` qsequence u with k ª 0 . Each of the terms u is a classicalk , j js1 k , j
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5  .5solution of a regularized problem, and an estimate of u ?, t for some`k , j
k ) 0 which is finite for all t ) 0 and independent of j is sufficient for
5 L .5 Lestablishing an a priori estimate of u ?, t for all t ) 0, where u '`
lim lim u is the limit solution. There is a continuation result fork ª 0 jª` k , j
uL, in the sense that either
Llim sup u ?, t s ` . `
ytªT
L  .  .or u can be continued to be a solution on 0, 1 = 0, T q d , for some
d ) 0. The global existence of the limit solution can thus be concluded.
The arguments used herein require more regularity than is currently
known to be true for uL, and thus, we first work with the approximating
 4sequence u in the direction of obtaining the necessary estimate ofk , j
5  .5u ?, t . The limit solution always turns out to be the maximal solution`k , j
 .  .  .  . L .of A or B . That is, if u is any solution of A or B with u x, 0 s
 .  . L  .  .u x, 0 s u x , then u F u on 0, 1 = 0, T . Therefore, even in the0
 .  .absence of a uniqueness result, if we know that solutions of A or B are
continuable in the sense discussed above, then the global existence of all
nonnegative solutions follows.
w xIn 9 a global existence result is established which applies to the
problem
u s um q au p , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x
u 0, t s u 1, t s 0, t ) 0 .  . C .
u x , 0 s u x , 0 F x F 1 .  .0
for m G 1 with either p - m or p s m and a ) 0 sufficiently small.
w xCombined with known global nonexistence results 9 , the ordering of m
 .and p provides necessary and sufficient conditions for C to be globally
solvable for all choices of u . If the source term is instead replaced with a0
boundary flux, then a similar theory has been established for
u s um , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x
yu y1, t s u p y1, t , t ) 0 .  .x
u t , t s u p 1, t , t ) 0 .  .x
D .
u x , 0 s u x , y1 F x F 1, .  .0
which also applies to 0 - m - 1, the case of fast diffusion. It turns out
  . 4that the ordering of p and max m, m q 1 r2 provides similar necessary
 . w xand sufficient conditions for all solutions of D to be global 11 . The
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technique for establishing the global existence used herein bears some
resemblance to those in each of the references in that we also develop a
differential inequality for an integral quantity involving the solution.
 .In the direction of obtaining such a theory for problem A , we prove
that if any of the following are satisfied,
 4max n , p - m , 1 .
n - m s p and a G 0 is sufficiently small, 2 .
p - m s n and e G 0 is sufficiently small, 3 .
p s m s n and both a, e G 0 are sufficiently small, 4 .
 .  .  .then the limit solution of A exists on 0, 1 = 0, ` for any choice of u .0
Furthermore, the global existence of initially ``small'' solutions whenever
n, p G m will also follow from our work. In the remaining cases p - m - n
or n - m - p, we show that initially ``small'' solutions are again global
provided the parameters a or e , respectively, are appropriately ``small.''
 .Regarding a similar theory for problem B , we shown that if any of the
following are satisfied,
 4p - max m , n , 5 .
m - p s n and a F er r q n for some sufficiently large r ) m , 6 .  .
n F p s m and a G 0 is sufficiently small, 7 .
 .  .  .then the limit solution of B exists on 0, 1 = 0, ` for any choice of u .0
 4On the other hand, if p ) max m, n , then p ) m and this leads to the
global existence of initially ``small'' solutions.
Along with any of the above results, we obtain information on the
eventual size or decay of the integral
 .1r rq1
1 rq15 5u ' u x , t dx , .rq1 H /0
 .  .where u is the global solution of either A or B and r ) m is appropri-
ately large. This will all be stated more precisely in the next section.
At this point, it is informative to summarize what is known for the
reaction-diffusion-convection problem
u s um q e un q au p , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x x
u 0, t s u 1, t s 0, t ) 0 .  . R .
u x , 0 s u x , 0 F x F 1. .  .0
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Employing methods such like those used herein, it has been shown that all
 .nonnegative solutions of R are global if p - m, and global solutions may
w xbe obtained if p ) m G 1 provided u is appropriately chosen 4 . On the0
other hand, comparison techniques show that all nonnegative solutions of
 . w xR are global also in the case n G 1, n G p, and n ) m 4 . So, as is
perhaps to be expected, the ordering of p and m does not provide
necessary conditions for all solutions to be global. Additionally, if p )
 4  4  .max m, n or p s max m, n with large a ) 0, then some solutions of R
w xblow up in finite time 4 . Here we see that the reaction term has an effect
 .on the resulting behavior of solutions much like that in C , but convection
also plays an important role which is not yet completely understood.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we define a
 .  .weakened notion of solution for A and B . Then the construction of the
w xlimit solution from 3 is summarized, and we present the main theorems.
In Section 3 we prove the global existence results via development of
differential inequalities involving the Lrq1 norm of solutions. Finally, we
 .discuss possible generalizations in Section 4 and show how problems A or
 .B may be analyzed even in the presence of a reaction term.
2. LOCAL AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF THE
LIMIT SOLUTION
 .  .Solutions of A and B are to be understood in the same weakened
w xsense as used previously 1]3 . The definitions are now restated for the
convenience of the reader.
 . w x w xDEFINITION 2.1. A function u x, t defined on 0, 1 = 0, T is called a
 .  .  .solution of A on 0, 1 = 0, T if the following all hold.
 . ` .  ..i u g L 0, 1 = 0, T .
 .  4  . w x  4ii u s 0 on 0 = 0, T and u s u on 0, 1 = 0 .0
 . w x  .iii For every t g 0, T and every function j such that j 0, t s 0,
2 .  ..j G 0, and j , j , j g L 0, 1 = 0, T ,t x x x
1
u x , t j x , t y u x j x , 0 dx .  .  .  .H 0
0
et t m ns uj q u j y u j dx dsH H s x x x 5n0 0
et p p mq au 1, s q u 1, s j 1, s y u 1, s j 1, t ds. .  .  .  .  .H x 5n0
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 .  .  .A solution of B is defined by modifying ii and iii above in the obvious
way.
 .In order to obtain solutions of A , let u denote the solution ofk
e
m nu s u q u , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x xn
u 0, t s k , t ) 0 . A .k
um 1, t s au p 1, t , t ) 0 .  .x
u x , 0 s u x q k , 0 F x F 1 .  .0
w x  .for k ) 0. By the results of 3 , A has a unique solution, in the sensek
 .of Definition 2.1 with obvious modifications , and u G u G l ) 0 fork l
k G l ) 0. Furthermore, u s lim u , where u is the classicalk jª` k , j k , j
solution of
e
m nu s u q u , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0t x x xn
u 0, t s k , t ) 0 . A .k , j
um 1, t s au p 1, t , t ) 0 .  .x
u x , 0 s u x q k , 0 F x F 1, .  .0, j
5 5provided that we have an a prior estimate on u which is uniform in k`k , j
` ..  .and j. Here, u g C 0, 1 with supp u ; 0, 1 and lim u s u .0, j 0, j jª` 0, j 0
w xOf course, via the arguments in 3 , this procedure only yields a local
5 5existence result, since the estimate on u obtained therein is over the`k , j
 .  .cylinder 0, 1 = 0, T for some sufficiently small T ) 0. To establish
global existence, we shall remove the smallness restriction on T.
 .THEOREM 2.1 Local Existence and Continuation . There exists T ) 0,
5 5  .which depends on u , such that A possesses a unique solution, u , on`0 k k
 .  .  . q0, 1 = 0, T for each k g 0, 1 . Furthermore, u ' lim u is a solu-k ª 0 k
 .  .  .  .tion of A on 0, 1 = 0, T . If T ' T u ) 0 is defined to be the largest0
 .  .  .¨alue of t such that u is a solution of A on 0, 1 = 0, s for all s - t, then
lim sup t q u ?, t s `. . `
ytªT
 .  .  .A similar statement is true for B upon defining problems B and Bk k , j
 .  .¨ia appropriate modifications of A and A , respecti¨ ely.k k , j
 .  .As previously mentioned, we refer to the solution of A or B which is
constructed above as the limit solution of these problems. Via arguments
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w xin 3, pp. 118]123 , we have that the limit solution is the maximal solution
 .  .of A or B . Furthermore, if only limit solutions are allowed, then
 .  .both A and B have uniqueness and comparison results for all values
m, n, p ) 0.
  ..THEOREM 2.2 Global Existence of the Limit Solution of A . Let
 4r ) m be chosen to satisfy r q 1 G max 4n, 2 p . Under any of the following
 .assumptions the limit solution of A ha¨ing initial data u exist on0
 .  .0, 1 = 0, ` .
 .  .  . ` ..i Any of the conditions 1 ] 4 are satisfied, and u g L 0, 1 with0
u G 0.0
 .ii p, n G m, with a G 0 assumed to be sufficiently small in case
p s m and e G 0 sufficiently small in case n s m, and
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1u x dx - C , .H 0
0
for some constant C ) 0.
 . y myp.rnym.iii p - m - n, a F ae , andÃ
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1 y rqm.rnym.u x dx F Ce , .H 0
0
for positi¨ e constants a and C.Ã
 . y myn.r pym.iv n - m - p, e F e a , andÃ
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1 y rqm.r pym.u x dx F Ca , .H 0
0
for positi¨ e constants e and C.Ã
  ..THEOREM 2.3 Global Existence of the Limit Solution of B . Let
 4r ) m be chosen to satisfy r q 1 G max 4n, 2 p . Under any of the following
 .assumptions the limit solution of B ha¨ing initial data u exists on0
 .  .0, 1 = 0, ` .
 .  .  . ` ..i Any of the conditions 5 ] 7 are satisfied, and u g L 0, 1 with0
u G 0.0
 .  4ii p ) max m, n and
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1u x dx - C , .H 0
0
for some constant C ) 0.
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Information as to the long-time behavior of the mass of these global
limit solutions is also obtained from the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.
 .THEOREM 2.4 Eventual Mass of Global Limit Solutions . Let u denote
a global limit solution from Theorem 2.2 or 2.3, and let r ) m satisfy
 4r q 1 G max 4n, 2 p . There exists a constant M G 0 such that
5 5 rqm  .  .  .lim sup u F M. Moreo¨er, in cases of Theorem 2.2 ii ] iv or 2.3 iirq1t ª`
abo¨e, we ha¨e M s 0.
3. PROOF OF GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF THE
LIMIT SOLUTION
w xWe employ the technique of 4 used to study global existence for the
 .reaction-diffusion-convection problem R and show how these may be
modified to handle the boundary flux. To this end, let ¨ denote the
 .  .  .solution of A on 0, 1 = 0, T where T ) 0 is fixed. Further, letk , j
 .  .¨ x ' u x q k. For any integer r ) 0, we may integrate the differen-0 0, j
tial equation, and, upon invoking the boundary conditions, obtain
d 4 rm r q 1 .1 1 2rq1  rqm.r2¨ x , t dx q ¨ dx .  .H H x2 /dt 0 0r q m .
e r q 1 .
rqp nqrs a r q 1 ¨ 1, t q ¨ 1, t .  .  .
n q r .
e r q 1 .
r m nqry r q 1 k ¨ 0, t y k . 8 .  .  .x n q r .
 .  .  . m .Since ¨ G k s ¨ 0, t on 0, 1 = 0, T , it follows that ¨ 0, t G 0. Hence,x
 .the final two terms on the right hand side of 8 may be discarded in favor
of the estimate
d 4 rm r q 1 .1 0 2rq1  rqm.r2¨ x , t dx q ¨ dx .H H x2 /dt 0 0r q m .
e r q 1 .
rqp nqrF a r q 1 ¨ 1, t q ¨ 1, t . 9 .  .  .  .
n q r .
At this point we could use iteration and obtain an L` estimate of u in
 . w xterms of u and u 1, t . Such a bound is in the spirit of the work of Filo 7 .0
 .From 9 we integrate to find that
1 1 trq1 rq1 rqp¨ x , t dx F ¨ x , 0 q a r q 1 ¨ 1, s ds .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
e r q 1 . t nq rq ¨ 1, s ds. .Hn q r 0
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 .Upon taking 1r r q 1 powers on both sides of this inequality and passing
to the limit r ª `, there follows
5 5¨ ?, t F ¨ q 2 ¨ 1, ? . .  .`` `0
Finally, we let j ª ` and k ª 0q in this inequality to conclude
5 5u ?, t F u q 2 u 1, ? . 10 .  .  .` `0
 .Similarly, if w s u is a solution of B , then we obtaink , j k , j
d 4 rm r q 1 .1 1 2rq1  rqm.r2w x , t dx q w dx .  .H H x2 /dt 0 0r q m .
e r q 1 .
r m rqns r q 1 k w 1, t q k 11 .  .  .x r q n
e r q 1 .
pq r rqnq a r q 1 w 0, t y w 0, t .  .  .
r q n
e r q 1 .
pq r rqnFa r q 1 w 0, t y w 0, t 12 .  .  .  .
r q n
e r q 1 .
rqnq k .
r q n
 .Despite the presence of an extra term in 12 , we may proceed as above
 .  .and obtain an inequality similar to 10 for solutions of B . This proves the
following proposition.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u be a solution of either A or B on 0, 1 =
 .0, T . Then
5 5u ?, t F u q 2 u 0, ? q u 1, ? .  .  .`` ` `0
w xfor all t g 0, T . Consequently, if u becomes unbounded in finite time, then
 .  .the same must be true of either u 0, t or u 1, t .
Of course, the above result alone is inadequate for showing global
 .  .existence. In this direction we return to the inequalities 9 and 12 and
proceed by carefully estimating the boundary terms. Here, the integral of
  rqm.r2 .2   rqm.r2 .2¨ , or equivalently w , will play an important role.x x
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Letting ¨ and w be as introduced above, and fixing s ) 0, we see that
1sq r  rqmy2.r2 2 sqrym.r2 sqr¨ 1, t s s q r ¨ ¨ ¨ dx q ¨ 0, t .  .  . .H x
0
1r2 1r22 s q r . 1 12 rqm.r2 2 sqrym sqrF ¨ dx ¨ dx q k .H Hxm q r 0 0
24 s q r .1 12 rqm.r2 2 sqrym sqrF d ¨ dx q ¨ dx q k .H Hs x 2
0 0d m q r .s
for any d ) 0. In similar fashion, it followss
24 s q r .1 12sqr  rqm.r2 2 sqrym sqrw 0, t F d w dx q w dx q k . .  .H Hs x 2
0 0d m q r .s
Furthermore,
1 12 sqrym 2 s rym¨ dx s ¨ ¨ dxH H
0 0
 .2 sr rq1
1 2 s rq1.r2 sF ¨ dxH
0
 .  .ry2 sq1 r rq1
1  rym. rq1.r ry2 sq1.= ¨ dx ,H
0
provided r q 1 ) 2 s. Additionally, if l ) 0, then
1 1  .2 lr rqml  rqm.r2¨ dx s ¨ dx .H H
0 0
 .2 lr rqm
1  rqm.r2  rqm.r2F ¨ dx q kH x
0
 .lr rqm
1 2 rqm.r2 rqmF 2 ¨ dx q 2k . .H x
0
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 . .  .So choosing l s r y m r q 1 r r y 2 s q 1 , we have
 .2 sr rq1
1 12 sqrym rq1¨ dx F ¨ dxH H
0 0
 .  .rym r rqm
1 2 rqm.r2 rqm= 2 ¨ dx q 2k .H x
0
1 2 rqm.r2 rqmF 2D ¨ dx q 2D k .Hs x s
0
 .rym r2 m  .  .s rqm rm rq12m r y m 1 rq1q ¨ dxH /r q m r q m D . 0s
for any D ) 0. Note that for r ) 0 with r q 1 ) 2 s and r ) m thes
condition l ) 0 is satisfied. Therefore,
28D s q r . 1 2ssqr  rqm.r2¨ 1, t F d q ¨ dx .  .Hs x2
0d m q r .s
28D s q r .s mqr sqrq k q k2
d m q r .s
2  .rym r2 m4 s q r 2m r y m .
q 2  /r q m r q m D .d m q r . ss
 .  .s rqm rm rq1
1 rq1= ¨ dx ,H
0
and, as can be seen from above, an identical inequality is true for
sq r .w 0, t .
Choose d , d ) 0 and D , D ) 0 so thatn p n p
rm r q 1 4 rm r q 1 ed r q 1 .  .  .n
0 - l ' F y ad r q 1 q .p2 2 n q rr q m r q m .  .
8 D p 2y a r q 1 p q r .  .2 dm q r . p
Dnqe r q 1 n q r . .  .
dn
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 .From 9 , we now obtain
 .  .p rqm rm rq1d 1 1 12rq1  rqm.r2 rq1¨ dx q l ¨ dx F C ¨ dx .H H Hx 1dt 0 0 0
 .  .n rqm rm rq1
1 rq1 rq C ¨ dx q C k ,H2 3
0
for 0 - k - 1 and constants
2  .rym r2 m4 p q 1 2m r y m .
C s a r q 1 , .1 2  /r q m r q m D .d m q r . pp
2  .rym r2 me r q 1 4 n q r 2m r y m .  .
C s ,2 2  /n q r r q m r q m D .d m q r . nn
and
2 28D p q r e r q 1 8D n q r .  .  .p n
C s a r q 1 q 1 q q 1 . .3 2 2n q rd m q r d m q r .  .p n
Finally,
 .  .2 rq1 r rqmrq1  rqm.r2¨ x , t s ¨ x , t .  .
 .  .2 rq1 r rqm
1  rqm.r2  rqm.r2F ¨ dx q k .H x
0
Hence,
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 1 2rq1  rqm.r2 rqm¨ dx F 2 ¨ dx q 2k , .H H x /0 0
and we thus have
 .  .rqm r rq1d 1 1rq1 rq1¨ dx q lr2 ¨ dx .H H /dt 0 0
 .  .  .  .p rqm rm rq1 n rqm rm rq1
1 1rq1 rq1F C ¨ dx q C ¨ dxH H1 2
0 0
q C q l k r . .3
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For 0 F t F t , this inequality may be integrated and, upon subsequent1 2
passage to the limit j ª `, there follows
t2 rq1.r rqm. r  rq1.r rqm.F t F F F t q C q l k dt q F t , .  .  .  . .Hk 2 k 3 k 1
t1
where
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1F t ' u dx , . Hk k /0
F z ' C z pr m q C z n r m y lr2 z , .  .1 2
 .  .  .and u is the solution of A on 0, 1 = 0, T . Utilizing this inequality, ask k
 .well as one derivable for B where C s 0 instead, we now prove thek 2
following lemma.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Let u denote the solution of A or B on 0, 1 = 0, T . If
 .F z - 0 for z - z - z and if1 2
 .  .rqm r rq1
1 rq1u x dx - z . .H 0 2 /0
 4 5 5  rqm.for some r ) m satisfying r q 1 G max 2n, 2 p , then u - z for allrq1 2
 .t g 0, T .
 . 5 5  rqm.  .  .Ã ÃProof. Define F t ' u . If F t G z , for some t g 0, T , thenrq1 2
 .  .ÃF 0 - z F F t for sufficiently small k ) 0. Furthermore, for smallk 2 k
 . values of k, there exists z - z - z - z such that F z -y C q1 1, k 2, k 2 3
. rl k for z - z - z . Without loss of generality, we may assume that1, k 2, k
z ª z and z ª z as k ª 0q. So for some fixed k ) 0, chosen small1, k 1 2, k 2
 .  .Ãenough, it is the case that z - F 0 - z - F t . By the continuity of1, k k 2, k k
 .  .  .Ã ÃF , there exists s g 0, t such that F s s z and F ) z on s, t . ByÃ Ã Ãk k 2, k k 2, k
 . w xÃ13 , we may now conclude that F is decreasing on s, t . But this impliesÃk
 .  .Ãthat z - F t F F s s z which is impossible. Thus, F - z mustÃ2, k k k 2, k 2
w .hold on 0, T .
 .  .Under the assumption of Theorem 2.2 i , F z ª y` as z ª `. Hence,
 . 5 5 w  ..if u is any solution of A , then u is bounded on 0, T u . On therq1 0
 .  .other hand, with the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 ii or 2.3 ii we obtain
 . 5 5 rqm   ..z ) 0 such that F - 0 on 0, z . Subsequently, u - z on 0, T urq12 2 2 0
 .provided this inequality is true for t s 0. So C s z .2
 .  . pr m  1r m.In the case of p - m - n, Theorem 2.2 iii , F z s z G z , where
G w ' C q C w nyp y lr2 w my p . .  .1 2
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Now
G9 w s w my py1 C n y p w nym y lr2 m y p s 0 4 .  .  .  .2
w  .  .x1rnym.for w s l m y p r2C n y p , and this value of w is seen to2
minimize G. Therefore,
 .1r nym
l m y p .
min G s G  / /2C n y p .2
 .  .myp r nymm y p n y m .  .nyp r nyms C y lr2 . .1  / /C n y p n y p .2
Ã Ã 2It is clear that d and D may be chosen as d s d ra and D s D ra ,p p p p p p
Ã Ãwhere d , D ) 0 are sufficiently small and independent of a. Similarly,p p
Ã Ã 2 Ã Ãd s d re and D s D re , for d , D ) 0 sufficiently small and inde-n n n n n n
pendent of e . Now
 .  .y myp r nym rqm.r m  rqm.r mÃ Ãmin G s C a y C e , .1 2
Ã Ãfor constants C , C which are independent of a and e . So for any e ) 0, if1 2
a F aey myp.rnym., thenÃ
 .  .y myp r nym rqm.r m  rqm.r mÃ Ãmin G F e C a y C - 0 . Ã1 2
provided a ) 0 is properly chosen. In such a case, it follows that ifÃ
 .mr nym .  .rqm r rq1 l m y p .1 rq1 y rqm.rnym.u x dx - ' Ce , .H 0 / 2C n y p .0 2
1 rq1 . w  ..then H u x, t dx is bounded on 0, T u .0 0
 .To analyze the final case of n - m - p, Theorem 2.2 iv , we operate as
 . n r m  1r m.  . pynabove to see that F z s z H z , H w ' C w q C y1 2
 . my n  . my ny1w  . pym  . .xlr2 w , and H 9 w s w C p y n w y lr2 m y n . So1
 .1r pym
l m y n .
min H s H  / /2C p y n .1
 .  .myn r pymm y n p y m .  .pyn r pyms C y lr2 .2  / /C p y n p y n .1
- 0
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provided e F e aymyn.r pym. and e ) 0 is sufficiently small. C is deter-Ã Ã
mined from the critical value of H.
Lemma 3.1 thus establishes an estimate of the Lrq1 norm of solutions of
 .  .  .A or B under any of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 or Theorem 2.3 ii .
 . rq1Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 i , an L estimate is immediate
 .from 12 . It must now be shown that such an estimate can be used to
`  .obtain an L of the solution. From the proof of this lemma, F t F zk 2, k
for all 0 F t - T. Provided r ) 1r2 and m G 1, we may invoke integral
w x `maximum principle arguments such as those in 3, 10 , to establish an L
estimate on u . However, this method is not applicable to the case m - 1.k
Also, it is not possible to develop the L` estimate by simply passing to the
limit r ª ` in the above work. The next lemma provides the necessary
estimate and, in fact, applies in all cases m ) 0. Although it is developed
1 ..for u g H 0, 1 , we later show that such an added restriction may be0
removed.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let u denote the solution of A or B on 0, 1 = 0, T ,k k
1  m.2where k ) 0, and assume H u dx - `. There exists a constant C, which0 0 x
1 2 p . 1 4 n .depends on k, sup H u x, t dx, sup H u x, t dx, and0 F t F T 0 0 F t F T 0
1  m.2 1  m.2 .H u dx such that sup H u x, t dx F C.0 0 x 0 F t F T 0 x
 .  .  .Proof. Let w denote the solution of A on 0, 1 = 0, T . Uponk , j
m  m.multiplication of the equation by w ' w , there followst t
xs1
1 1m m m m mw w dx s y w w dx q w wH Ht t x t x t x
0 0 xs0
1 my 1 ny1q mw e w w w dx .  .H t x
0
2md w .1 x my1 ps y dx q mw aw w 1, t .  .  .H tdt 20
e1 my1.r2 ny1ymy1.r2 m’q m w w w w dx . .H t x /’m0
2md w d am .1 x mqpF y dx q w 1, t .H  /dt 2 dt m q p0
1 1 e 21 1 2m 2 nymy1 mq w w dx q w w dx. .H Ht t x /2 2 m0 0
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Integrating this inequality with respect to t now yields
t 1 1 2m mw w dx ds q w x , t dx .H H Hs s x
0 0 0
2 am 2 am1 2m mqp mqpF w x , 0 dx q w 1, t y w 1, 0 .  .  .H x m q p m q p0
e 2 t 1 22 nymy1 mq w w dx ds .H H xm 0 0
for all 0 F t F T.
In order to estimate w2 nymy1, we recall that w G k ) 0 and so
1
2 nymy1 2 nw x , s F w x , s .  .mq 1k
x1 1
2 ny1 2 ns 2nw w q w 0, s .H xmq1 mq1k k0
2n 1 2 n m 2 nymy1< <F w w q kH x2 mq1mk 0
n n1 12m 4 nF d w dx q w dx .H Hx2 mq1 2 mq1mk mk d0 0
q k 2 mymy1
for any d ) 0. Similarly,
2 amwmq p 1, t 2 amk mq p . 1 mq py1s 2 am w w dx qH xm q p m q p0
a2 2 amk mq p1 1 22 p mF w dx q d w dx q . .H H xd m q p0 0
Thus,
1 2mM T ' sup w x , t dx .  .H x
00FtFT
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satisfies
a21 12m 2 pM T F w x , 0 dx q sup w dx .  .H Hx d0 00FtFT
2 amk mq p e 2 n
q q dM T q . 2 2 mq1m q p m d k
2 nqmd m k1 T 1 22 4 n m= d M T q sup w dx q w . .  .H H H xn0 0 00FtFT
14 .
T 1  m.2We now obtain an estimate of H H w by a fairly standard method.0 0 x
This involves multiplication of the differential equation by w m followed by
integration by parts which results in
d w mq 11 1 2m mqp m mdx s y w dx q aw 1, t y k w 0, t .  . .  .H H x xdt m q 10 0
1 n my1q e w w w dxH x
0
2a m q p . 1 2 p mqpF w dx q akHm 0
e 2 11 1 22 n mq w dx y w dx. .H H x2 2m 0 0
Hence,
2T 1 12m mq1w dx dt F w x , 0 dx . .H H Hx m q 10 0 0
2a m q p . T 1 2 pq 2 w dx dtH Hm 0 0
e 2 T 1mq p 2 nq 2 ak T q 2 w dx dt.H H2m 0 0
 .Inserting this estimate into 14 now yields
M T F K dM T q K , .  .1 2
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where K and K depend on k,1 2
1 12m 2 pw x , 0 dx , sup w x , t dx , .  . .H Hx
0 00FtFT
and
1 4 nsup w x , t dx. .H
00FtFT
 .Choosing d sufficiently small, we obtain an estimate of M T . Letting
j ª ` preserves the estimate, and the lemma is established.
 .Combining the above lemmas, it follows that if u is a solution of A or
 . 1  m.2B such that H u dx is bounded, then0 0 x
um 0, t , um t , 1 F um 0, t , um 1, t .  .  .  .k k
1r2 mF M T q k .
 4for 0 F t F T. With r q 1 G max 2 p, 4n , Lemma 3.1 gives a bound on
 .M T for any T ) 0. Hence, by Proposition 3.1, u must be a global
solution.
1  m.2In the case where H u dx is unbounded, we observe that because0 0 x
T 1 2mu dx dt - ` .H H x
0 0
1  m.2 .Ã Ãthere follows H u x, t dx - ` for some small t ) 0. Furthermore, the0 x
proof of Lemma 3.1 establishes that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 or 2.3
 .Ãare still satisfied for u replaced by u ?, t . Utilizing the same approach as0
 .  .Ãabove, it is now possible to bound u x, t for any t g t, T . Therefore, u
 .must exist on 0, T for any T ) 0, i.e., u is a global solution.
5 5In order to establish the asymptotic behavior of u as t ª `,rq1
 .observe that in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have shown F 0 - zk 2, k
w .  .implies F - z on 0, ` . It also follows from this work that if F t Fk 2, k k 0
w .z for some t G 0, then F F z on t , ` . Hence, either F F z on1, k 0 k 1, k 0 k 1, k
w .Ã Ãt, ` for some t G 0 or F is strictly decreasing and z - F - z onk 1, k k 2, k
w .0, ` . In the first of these cases, it is clear that
lim sup F t F lim sup F t F z . .  .k 1, k
tª` tª`
w .On the other hand, if z - F - z on 0, ` , then we claim that1, k k 2, k
 .  . w .F t ª z as t ª `. If F t G z q D on 0, ` with D ) 0 chosenk 1, k k 1, k
 .  .small enough to also satisfy F 0 - z y D, then inequality 13 impliesk 2, k
F  rq1.r rqm. t F At q F  rq1.r rqm. 0 . 15 .  .  .k k
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Here,
rA ' min F z q C q l k - 0, .  .3
w xz qD , z yD1, k 2, k
 .and 15 holds for all t G 0, proving F ª y` as t ª `. This contradictsk
w .the fact that F ) z on 0, ` . Hence,k 1, k
lim sup F t F lim F t s z .  .k 1, k
tª`tª`
is again true for all k ) 0. Letting k ª 0q subsequently proves
lim sup F t F z . . 1
tª`
 .The constant M in Theorem 2.4 is thus determined by the roots of F z .
4. GENERALIZATIONS OF GLOBAL EXISTENCE
 .  .FOR A AND B
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 may be easily generalized to the problem
u s um q f u q h u , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0 .  .  .x x xt
u 0, t s 0, t ) 0 .
E .
um 1, t s g u 1, t , t ) 0 .  .  .  .x
u x , 0 s u x , 0 F x F 1, .  .0
 .as well as a similar problem corresponding to B . Here, m ) 0, f , h, g g
 . 1  4. <  . <  ny1.C R l C R _ 0 , and growth restrictions such as f 9 u s O u ,
<  . <  q. <  . <  p.h u s O u , g u s O u as u ª ` are imposed. The correct gener-
alization is obtained by adding the same assumptions on q as are required
above of p to these theorems. To see the formal argument for this, we
multiply the equation by ur, integrate by parts and ultimately obtain
d 4 rm r q 1 .1 1 2rq1  rqm.r2u x , t dx q u dx .H H x2dt 0 0r q m .
1 r rs r q 1 u h u x , t dx q r q 1 u g u 1, t .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .u 1, t rq r q 1 ¨ f 9 ¨ d¨ .  .H
0
1 rqq rqp rqnF C r q 1 u x , t dx q C r q 1 u 1, t q u 1, t . .  .  .  .  .H
0
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rqq . rqp . rqn .Estimating u x, t in the same way as done for u 1, t and u 1, t ,
the Lrq1 estimate of u now follows exactly as in previous work.
With the necessary Lrq1 estimate established, it only remains to show
 .  .that Lemma 3.2 may be generalized to solutions of E . Problem E isk k
 .formulated in a manner similar to A ,k
u s um q f u q h u y m k , 0 - x - 1, t ) 0 .  .  .  .x x xt
u 0, t s k ,t ) 0 .
um 1, t s g u 1, t y m k , t ) 0 .  .  .  .  .x
E .k
u x , 0 s u x q k , 0 F x F 1, .  .0
 .   .  .4and m k ' min 0, min h u , min g u . If u is a solution0 F uF 2 k 0 F uF 2 k
 .  m.of E , then we multiply by u and integrate to obtaink t
2md u .1 1 1xm my1u u s y dx q mu f 9 u u u dx .  .H H Ht t x tdt 20 0 0
1my 1 my1q mu g u y m k u 1, t q mu h u u dx .  .  .  .Ht t
0
2md u .1 xF y dxHdt 20
21 1 f 9 u . .1 1 2m mq u u q u dx .  .H Ht t xmy12 2 mu0 0
d 1
q H u dx q G u 1, t , .  .  .H 5dt 0
where
u




my 1G u ' m¨ g ¨ d¨ . .  .H
k
 .Continuing as done previous, it is now possible to estimate M T in terms
1  m.2 1 2 p . 1 4 n . 1 mqq .of k, H u dx, H u x, t dx, H u x, t dx, and H u x, t dx.0 0 x 0 0 0
The formal calculations above are justified upon working with the
 .regularized version of E , parallel to the work of the previous section.
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Similarly, the nonlinearities may be taken to depend on space and time
as well as on the solution u, and the diffusion, um, may be replaced by
 .f x, t, u . If the order of conditions above are assumed to hold uniformly
w xin x and t, as well as appropriate conditions on f , f , etc., such as in 4x x x
are also assumed, then the global existence result can again be established.
 . NGlobal existence for a version of problem E in R is currently under
investigation.
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